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CHAPTER 5

Aligning risk through
financial modeling

5.1

Introduction
This chapter builds on earlier chapters related to cost identification and financial
considerations and explains in greater depth some of the more complex situations a
contracts team may encounter. Its purpose is to create awareness of financial modeling,
rather than to develop specific expertise, and it relates only to modeling for the sale or
provision of a product or service.
Whereas previous chapters have discussed some of the tools typically used by the customer
organization to assess costs and evaluate their acquisition alternatives, this chapter is more
applicable to the supplier. However, as with the previous chapters, we believe that those
who work on the buy-side should study and understand the concepts we set out in this
section, since it will make them better-informed negotiators and business partners.

5.2

The importance of economic alignment
How often have you heard about business relationships that fell apart because the supplier
was not making money, or because the buyer felt that they were not receiving value, or
were being ‘nickel and dimed’ (charged for every little extra service) for every change?
Or perhaps there has been a major change in market or competitive conditions and the
relationship was unable to adjust far enough or fast enough to survive.
If you dig into the fundamental cause of most contract failures or disappointed outcomes,
you will find that one or both parties felt that there was inflexibility, unfairness or bad faith.
And the underlying catalyst for that feeling is almost always economic.
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Business contracts are about money. In the end, the driver behind every contract is
economic. They are created because the parties anticipate there is potential for mutual
economic gain.
The word ‘mutual’ is highlighted because it seems that contracts professionals and
negotiators often forget about this fundamental driver for the transaction or relationship.
They become so obsessed with details of risk allocation or internal measurements that they
forget that success depends on both parties feeling motivated to perform – and that the
motivation must be maintained throughout the contract lifecycle.
Sometimes, the problem may be that the contracts specialists have limited visibility of the
financial implications of the deal. In that case, they are designing the contract or negotiating
the terms in a vacuum. They cannot possibly understand the value or the economic impacts
of their trading position – and the probability of failure is thereby dramatically increased.

5.3

The basics of financial modeling
The issues outlined above explain why financial modeling is such an important element
of the contracts toolkit. Discussions of contract structure, terms, risk allocation and
negotiating strategy should never be undertaken without full understanding of the
underlying economics.
There are many categories of financial model, depending on the nature of the product
or service to be sold or acquired and the pricing or charging formula that will be used.
The chapter on financial considerations set out many of the basic considerations in
understanding cost and value and supports a standard transactional view of costing and
pricing. However, many contracts extend over a prolonged time period and are subject to
a range of uncertainties – perhaps even initial uncertainty over precise requirements or the
methods that will be used to achieve objectives. Financial modeling in this case will be used
to analyze the consequences of that uncertainty and may in turn influence the structuring
of the contract or the terms and conditions to be applied.
As the following case study illustrates, we must sometimes be courageous in our approach,
we must sometimes challenge or change the standard rules, because there are occasions
when those rules, rather than protecting us from risk, will actually be the source of risk.

5.4

The MediaCity case study
Most contracting processes are highly rules-driven. The terms are dictated by a range of
stakeholders from Legal, Finance, Operations, Product Management and various other
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functions. Contracts or commercial staff may have limited authority to make changes; their
role is to impose standards or to reconcile and manage differences between stakeholder
perspectives and market needs, negotiating within permitted boundaries. On occasion,
they may develop creative commercial solutions to intractable problems. But as this story
illustrates, they must use their analysis of the economic factors underlying the deal to drive
an appropriate contract strategy.
The MediaCity development in Manchester, UK was a $500m project at the leading edge
of technology and included a complex mix of suppliers, operating under both public and
private sector procurement rules. Unlike most major construction projects, it came in on
time and within budget.
In common with a growing number of today’s complex projects, MediaCity involved major
uncertainties. The specifications were in many areas imprecise or highly generalized – for
example, that the buildings must comply with the environmental and regulatory standards
applicable in five years’ time. The key certainties were the date for completion and the
reputational damage that would occur in the event of failure. In such circumstances, no one
could even be sure whether the anticipated budget was realistic.
At the outset, a strategic risk decision was made. It was estimated that traditional contract
negotiation would take a minimum of six to eight months, and that this would make the
completion date unachievable. The negotiation team would also face so much uncertainty
that there was a high probability they would never reach agreement. Because of this
uncertainty work started under a Memorandum of Understanding that released an initial $8m
to enable start-up. Once this funding was exhausted, further top-up funds were released.
More formal contracts were negotiated in the background while work continued – and this
work was of course providing the contracts teams with real-time data that was steadily
validating many of the underlying assumptions over achievability.
Another strategic decision related to the criteria for supplier selection. Given the many
uncertainties, it was obvious that individual price estimates would have limited meaning
and that the key to delivering within budget would be the combination of experience and
attitude. In appointing suppliers, the contractor was looking for evidence of collaborative
working and a sense of shared ownership for problems.
This spirit also influenced the approach to risk management. There was no formal risk
register. The integrated project team operated on principles of openness and transparency.
When issues arose, they were immediately communicated across the team to enable
resolution or mitigation and to allow updated cost and budget estimates.
In combination, these approaches add up to a contracting and financial strategy. They
broke many of the rules associated with traditional contracting, yet they led to a successful
outcome. They do not represent a model for every project or relationship, but they illustrate
the need for contracts and commercial professionals to exercise judgment and to develop
flexible approaches to their work. Importantly, this ‘agile’ approach meant that the risks of
the parties were contained. By working within specific funding releases, the budget-holders
gained continuous visibility into progress and could determine at each step the ‘riskiness’ of
releasing more money.

It is the ability to understand when the rules do not apply that is the essence of good
judgment in every profession. In the world of contracts and commercial, we need more
people who exhibit this courage and understanding.
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5.5

Making judgments
The point of this example is not, of course, to suggest that ‘breaking the rules’ should be
business as usual. But it causes us to focus on a dual aspect of risk.
First, we must ask whether this is a business deal we want to win or engage in. If yes, can it
be achieved within the current rules, or will they in fact increase the chances of failure? (In
the case above, it was clear that the rules would indeed cause failure to meet the prescribed
requirements. They would make project overruns inevitable.)
Second, if the standard rules are getting in the way, specifically which ones need to be
changed and are we capable of managing the consequences of that change? In other words,
can we handle the risks associated with deviating from our normal risk control procedures?
As a final point, before we get into aspects of financial modeling, it is important to think of
risk in terms of failure to maximize potential. When we think of it this way, we no longer
bind ourselves only to the deal that is currently on the table, but we recognize that this deal
may change over time and that our procedures must therefore be adaptive to that change
– perhaps new market conditions change the underlying requirement, or market demand
results in significant increases (or declines) in the value of the contract. Good risk – and
financial – management enables us to deal smoothly with these changes in potential, to
ensure we maximize the value from the contract, rather than move into claims, disputes or
arguments over who was to blame for sub-standard performance.

5.6

Financial model elements
Previous chapters have outlined the importance of stakeholder analysis and that is also
true with financial modeling. An understanding of who is affected and in what ways will be
critical to our ability to understand and evaluate costs and budgets.
The following elements must be considered in order to fully and accurately evaluate the
nature, timing and extent of cash flows from proposed sales contracts.

Measures
Measures include:
• Revenues
• Cost of goods sold / cost of sales
• Overheads and allocations
• Cash flows
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Time
Time elements include:
• Overall timeframe (life of contract)
• Intervals (months, quarters, years)

Drivers
Drivers such as volume, price, availability of product/ service, specific contract terms that
dictate production, delivery, quality, transfer of ownership, etc will have an influence on:
• Termination clauses and their impacts
• Penalty clauses and their impacts

Risk
Risk elements are closely related to drivers, but these elements focus on the uncertainty
of cash flows – such as SLA terms that introduce or fail to reduce uncertainty; material
adverse change (MAC) clauses that allow the buyer to walk away from the deal, on-demand
delivery availability, quality, etc.

Metrics
Standard financial metrics that integrate the effects of measures, time, drivers and risk
include:
• Net present value (NPV)
• Internal rate of return (IRR)
• Payback
Many of these areas have been described in previous chapters. Reference back to the case
study above will illustrate that sometimes a number of the key factors needed to build a
financial model are either highly uncertain or not known. These areas of questionable or
missing information clearly represent risks – and will therefore influence how you proceed
and specifically how you advise management. Sometimes, your recommendation may be
that the levels of uncertainty represent a barrier that is simply too great – and that the deal
should not proceed. In other cases, as in the case study, it may be that you suggest the deal
should not proceed in the proposed or standard business form – in other words, that you
need a creative approach that will allow management of the uncertain elements and will
ensure that the blanks are filled in as the project progresses.

5.7

Some basic principles and terms
In most long-term projects, the seller faces substantial start-up costs. It is normal for many
of these costs to reduce or disappear over time. Examples might be the need to acquire
buildings or tooling, create a new call center, hire new or specialist staff, undertake extensive
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research or engineering and design plans or prototypes. Costs that are specifically related
to the project must be recovered and it is unusual for the customer to fund them up-front.
They will therefore be recovered over the life of the project.
Some of the early costs and various areas of on-going activity are likely to reduce over time.
However, others may increase – for example, labor or raw material costs tend to escalate.
Conversely, others – such as the costs of IT – may reduce, and as full volume is reached,
the supplier can normally achieve greater efficiencies – for example, it may be possible to
reduce staffing, or to employ cheaper and less skilled labor.
In many contracts – especially in areas such as outsourcing – there is an assumption
that costs will reduce over time and therefore many contracts today include terms where
charges will also fall. Buyers have come to expect price decreases year-on-year; this is
not an unreasonable assumption, but may prove dangerous if the parties do not work
collaboratively in achieving those reductions. For example, there could be a tendency for
suppliers to achieve cost cutting through measures that compromise quality or health and
safety.
When making financial assessments – and gauging the economic riskiness of the proposed
contract – the parties must be clear about whether this is an acquisition based on inputs
(that is, what is used – time and materials) or outputs (outcomes or results achieved,
such as number of successful sales, percentage of satisfied callers, achievement of flight
hours) or transactions (numbers of calls) or resource units (number of users, number of
desktops). Sometimes, the method of payment may also be material to the method chosen
– for example, does the customer expect a cost-plus approach, or open-book accounting
(principles that are common in government contracts).
Different approaches to charging have very different risk profiles, especially if the demand
levels are unpredictable or subject to change. And as the list of elements (above) indicates,
that riskiness is also increased or diminished depending on what other terms the customer
expects. For example, a right of early termination or on-demand flexibility will have major
impact on the possibilities of cost under-recovery or unplanned extra expense.
All financial models must make assumptions. Clearly, the more factors that have to be
assumed, the greater the chance that something could go wrong.

5.8

Pricing mechanisms
In practice, the pricing mechanism that the parties agree will generally be reflective of
the overall risks that the deal represents. For example, a contract with a fixed scope is
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more likely to be managed through a fixed price. Those with a variable or uncertain scope
increasingly result in the use of an up-front ‘design and build’ contract to verify the price.
Output pricing has become increasingly popular in circumstances where the product
or service is more commoditized – which means of course that this tends to apply
in situations where the product or service is relatively mature. It also tends to be used
extensively in areas such as telecommunications. Input pricing is again used in contracts
with greater uncertainty and the absence of reliable ‘baselines’. These may not have the level
of uncertainty that requires a design-and-build approach; for example, the parties may be
very clear about what they want to achieve and that it is achievable – but there may be a
series of factors that cause some cost uncertainty. An example would be in first-generation
business process outsourcing, or where a customer is demanding significant customization
to an otherwise relatively standard offering.
When input pricing is used, the customer is more likely to demand more detailed insights
to the cost base and is also more likely to demand regular cost benchmarks.

5.9

Gainshare and shared benefits
There is often discussion over whether suppliers should be incentivized to ‘out-perform’
or be rewarded for excellence or innovation. Some view this as unnecessary, arguing that
suppliers should be motivated by wishing to retain their customer’s business and by the
forces of competition. Others suggest that financial incentives motivate increased attention
and a commitment to continuous improvement – and that if the benefits are shared, this is
fundamental to a win-win relationship.
In general, shared benefit agreements have proven popular in concept, but relatively rare in
practice. Many times, this is because it can be hard to associate any specific economic benefit
with the improvement. However, this is not always the case; for example, it may make sense
to offer an incentive for early completion of a new building or early implementation of a
new IT system. Even here, the customer will want to be sure that this really does represent
a stretch target for the supplier and that they are not simply paying more for ‘business as
usual’.
If you are considering a ‘gainshare’ provision, some particular points to consider include:
• Setting a baseline on which both parties can agree
• Defining what is the expected level of service and what represents ‘exceptional’ standards
(and perhaps demonstrating this through benchmarks)
• Having a reliable method for demonstrating benefit – such as sustained savings or
process improvements
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• How events outside the supplier’s control – such as customer behavior – will be handled
• Deciding how the risk or reward will be allocated and what the duration should be
• Whether the supplier is entitled to protect any unique intellectual property or method
that led to the superior performance

5.10

Other factors
In conclusion, there are a number of other factors that often arise in the delivery of longer
term, performance based contracts. For example, in outsourcing agreements it may be
necessary to build provisions relating to cost of living adjustments or the handling of
foreign exchange movements. Since the drive for much outsourcing is labor arbitrage, but
in many low cost countries these salary and exchange movements are extremely volatile,
both parties will be anxious to build in protections.
Service credits or liquidated damages are another area of growing importance in any
outcome or performance based agreement. The parties should be cautious not to use these
provisions in a way that disincentivizes openness and sharing of risk mitigation. A sliding
scale based on the level of openness can be a good idea, to ensure the parties are motivated
to work together to fix problems early. But even then, the amount ‘at risk’ is likely to be a
major area of contention. It is also important to ensure that these provisions link closely
to the true Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) – of which there should be relatively few.
Business change is another area that is hard to manage. Customers increasingly want
flexibility, yet suppliers have often made major investments to generate capability. There is
no easy answer, though in some cases there can be agreement over the compensation due
for early termination.

5.11

Summary
Financial modeling and its alignment with risk identification and management are
increasingly important because of the growing trend to outcome and performance based
contracts. Both suppliers and customers need to ensure a maturity in their understanding
and discussion of the financial impacts of their agreement and to establish a fair and
reasonable balance of risk, including terms which support open discussion and high quality
governance of the relationship they have established.
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